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Berber Izenzaren. Bob Marley, another musical al-
ternative of the ’70s who inspired youth throughout
the world, is another major source of inspiration for
fusion. Like the folk revival bands of the ’70s, fu-
sion bands bring together a variety of Moroccan
genres, mixing them with rock, salsa, reggae, jazz,
rai and other international genres to create a new style
of modern traditional music.

Fusion bands look back to the ’70s for musical
inspiration but there are also personal and neigh-
borhood connections between the ’70s folk revival
bands and today’s fusion bands. Casablanca was
ground zero for the ’70s folk revival bands. Nass el
Ghiwane was formed by two youths from the
sprawling working-class district Hay Mohammedi.
Most of today’s prominent fusion bands also formed
in Casablanca, some on the streets of the Hay it-
self. Fusion musicians grew up singing the songs
of Nass el Ghiwane—even when their parents told
them to be careful because the “walls have ears”—
but a few grew up with personal relationships to
the folk revival bands.

One of the first fusion artists to reach national
prominence, Tarik Batma has a direct family con-
nection that remains an influence on his work today.
Nephew of Larbi Batma, one of the founders of Nass
el Ghiwane and Rachid Batma, a later member of
the band, Batma’s primary connection to the ’70s folk
revival is through his parents. His father Mohamed
Batma and mother Beyrouk Saida were founding
members of Lem Chaheb, one of the biggest folk
revival bands. Lem Chaheb, which started out as the
Casablanca rock band “Song of Time,” was inspired
by Nass el Ghiwane to change their musical direc-
tion. Remembered in the West for their early world
music collaborations with the German rock band
Dissendenten, Lem Chaheb had a devoted following
in Morocco. Their albums are hard to come by in the
West except for their work with Dissendenten—for
me more valuable as an historical artifact than a lis-
tening experience. Check out Sahara Electrik
(Shanachie 64005) if you must.

As one of the first stars of the fusion movement,
Tarik Batma is carrying on the Batma family tradi-
tion of innovation. Born in 1976 at the height of the
folk revival movement, Tarik credits his musical sen-
sitivity to the good fortune of being born into a fam-
ily where music held a prominent place. A songwriter,
guitarist, percussionist and singer, Tarik describes his
music as a mélange of traditional and modern music
that blends Moroccan (gnawa, cha’abi, hassaniya…)
and international (jazz, rock, reggae, salsa) sources.
His first album, Casablanca, was released in 1996
but it was his second album, Sahara Bladi (FTG,
2000) that brought him to national attention. At the
2001 Gnawa Festival of Essaouira, Batma performed
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Family Ties
By  Jeff  Callen

he first time I went to Morocco, in
1999 as a music graduate student
charting the regional differences in
cha’abi (mainstream pop music), I
studied up and gathered as much

knowledge as I could on popular and traditional
styles. My cassette collection grew exponentially
during that trip and my knowledge grew deeper but
there were only a few revelations—aha! moments
when a sound transported me. The first were
recordings of Tamazight Berber music of the Middle
Atlas that I picked up in Sefrou and Azrou: Rouicha,
the master of the lotar (Tamazight lute), and el
Idrissi and Samir, a vocal duo accompanied by el
Idrissi’s electric guitar creating a loopy simulacrum
of the lotar.

Then I stumbled on a cassette by Saha Koyo that
foreshadowed so much of what has happened in the
Moroccan pop world during the last decade. Led by
gnawa mâalem (master) Hamid el Kasri of Rabat and
Moroccan jazz keyboard player Issam-Issam, Saha
Koyo created the first gnawa fusion. The shared roots
of gnawa (music of former slaves brought to Mo-
rocco from West Africa) and jazz made for a perfect
blending. Check out Hamid el Gnawi (Elektra/Asy-
lum 20955) for a collection of some of Saha Koyo’s
best work, mostly from their first two Moroccan cas-
settes. When a gnawa craze swept the country in the
late ’90s and early ’00s, a fusion movement began
that followed in Saha Koyo’s footsteps. Since then
fusion has become a major musical force in Morocco.
But for the whole story behind the development of
fusion we have to jump back to the ’70s.

The ’70s were an exciting time in Moroccan popu-
lar music. During the ’60s, Egyptian music was the
dominant style in the Arab-speaking world and chan-
son moderne (Moroccan music in the Egyptian style)
ruled the airwaves in Morocco. The Palace and the
Arab elite patronized chanson moderne as a step for-
ward on the road to creating an “artistic” musical
tradition in Morocco. By the late ’60s, Moroccan
youth, looking for alternatives to chanson moderne,
began to turn to Western pop, rock and rhythm &
blues. Moroccan pop and rock bands formed in cit-
ies throughout the nation. While some pop bands did
straight-ahead covers of Western music, others like
the Megri Brothers of Rabat melded Anglo-Ameri-
can pop styles with Moroccan rhythms and lyrics in
Darija (Moroccan Arabic). Rock bands also began
to localize their music, singing in Darija and using
guitar tones and melodies drawn from traditional
Moroccan musics.

Then in 1970, Nass el Ghiwane burst on the scene
and single-handedly changed the musical landscape
of the country. With fresh acoustic sounds and so-
cially relevant lyrics, Nass el Ghiwane’s “new tradi-

tional” music brought together a variety of Moroc-
can musical traditions and sparked a “folk revival”
that swept the country, then spread to North Africa
and immigrant communities in Europe. Their fresh,
insistently Moroccan sound and socially relevant lyr-
ics struck a chord with Moroccan audiences, a needed
antidote to syrupy chanson moderne. The album Nass
el Ghiwane (Melodie 782012) offers a good intro-
duction to the band and contains some of their most
memorable songs, including their first hit “Essinia”
and the angry “Fin Ghadi Biya Khouya” inspired by
the regular “disappearance” of political opponents
of the Palace.

Always walking a thin line in the repressive cli-
mate of the ’70s, the folk revival bands disavowed
any revolutionary intent. Omar Sayeed of Nass el
Ghiwane said they were not trying to make a revolu-
tion, they were trying to “change the world.” It was
hard to maintain a musical movement that challenged
both musical and political stability and, by the early
’80s, the folk revival had faded. During the ’80s, a
new style of mainstream popular music or cha’abi
(“popular” in Arabic) took the forefront. Sometimes
inspired but often simply polished, toned-down ver-
sions of traditional rural genres, Moroccan “coun-
try” music became dominant. Proving again that what
goes around, comes around, a new wave of Moroc-
can pop began to develop during the ’90s that would
challenge the dominance of the pop mainstream. That
brings us back to fusion, which draws heavily upon
the work of gnawa fusion pioneers Saha Koyo, but
also looks back to the ’70s folk revival bands, par-
ticularly Nass el Ghiwane, Jil Jilala and the Taselheit
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songs from Sahara Bladi, accompanied by some of
the best young Moroccan sidemen, including bassist
Mustafa Bouchou and Batma’s sister Khansa (a pop
star in her own right) on backing vocals. That per-
formance, the first by a fusion musician at the festi-
val, was a pivotal event in Batma’s career and in the
move of fusion into the musical mainstream. The
Essaouira festival is the most popular yearly musical
event in Morocco and has catapulted everything
gnawa to national popularity. It has also become a
showcase for “fusions” of all kinds and springboarded
a number of Moroccan fusion bands, including Barry
and Hoba Hoba Spirit, to national prominence.

To appreciate Tarik Batma’s music—and also re-
ceive an introduction to fusion—his second album,
Sahara Bladi, is a good place to start. Batma’s al-
bums, including his third Charr K’bir (FTG, 2002)—
are not available in the U.S. or Europe but you can
check out tracks from Sahara Bladi on his MySpace
page. The album was described in the newspaper
Maroc-Hebdo International as “blues set against the
background of the Sahara.” The seven songs include
the hauntingly beautiful slow Sahraoui blues lament
“Ayoum” (which can also be downloaded from
www.zicmeup.com). “Abdallah” is in solid gnawa
fusion style, reminiscent of Saha Koyo. The trumpet
and synthesizer parts are a bit cheesy but it still rocks
and the vocals deliver. “Cheyenne” is another solid
desert blues, richly textured with great vocals by
Batma and notable piano and ‘ud (Arabic lute) so-
los. Moving ahead, Batma says that on Sahara Bladi
(“Sahara, My Country”) he sang for the Moroccan
Sahara and that he is now singing for the liberation
of Sebta and Melilla, the last Spanish outposts on
Morocco’s Mediterranean coast. Political critique is
another aspect of the Batma family heritage that Tarik
is carrying on. Batma asserts that it is the role of the
Moroccan artist to sing lyrics that “engage” with the
system one encounters. His fourth album, on a new
label, is due out this year. Let’s hope it reaches be-
yond the shores of the Maghreb. There is also a nice
performance by Tarik Batma and rapper J.O. of “Pour
Drapeau Blanc” on the Moroccan television show
Marrakech Express posted on YouTube.

ttttt
Available fusion recordings are few and far be-

tween outside of Morocco. So if you want to get a
little deeper into fusion, the best way is to hit
Morocco’s ever-expanding summer festival circuit.
The two best festivals for fusion are the Gnawa Fes-
tival of Essaouira (June 26-29) or Casablanca’s yearly
festival of alternative music, Boulevard des Jeunes
Musicians (June 19-22). The Boulevard has a day
devoted to fusion alongside days for hip-hop, rock
and electronica. The closing soiree features some of
the best North African bands, as Gnawa Diffusion
and Raina Rai, and Western groups such as hip-hop
innovators De La Soul. Look for Tarik Batma, Hoba
Hoba Spirit, Darga, Barry and Haoussa on the festi-
val circuit and keep your ears open for new bands.
At the Gnawa Festival of Essaouira or the Boulevard
des Jeunes Musicians, you’re also likely to catch

Continued on page 63

some of the musicians and bands from the ’70s.
Alongside the emergence of fusion, there has been
renewed interest in the folk revival bands, particu-
larly Nass el Ghiwane and Jil Jilala.

If you do happen to make it to Morocco, there are
a couple of new fusion cds you should pick up. Darga
has a new album, Stop Baraka, that is available in

Casa, Rabat, Tangier, Marrakech, Fes and maybe
elsewhere. Darga (“cactus” in Darija) started out in
2002 as a pretty straight-ahead gnawa rock band but
over the last few years has added a horn section and
now makes solid forays into Moroccan-flavored ska.
You can check out some tracks from the new album
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hey mr. music
Continued from page 23
 (Tierrason) is their fifth cd (which is also available
as a dvd). I have reported on this band for many years
and cannot fault them. This concert shows the band
packed full of top guest soneros like Adalberto
Santiago, Herman Olivera, Ray de la Paz, Wichie
Camacho and Tito Allen, plus a smattering of guest
musicians like Larry Harlow and Jimmy Bosch. It
kicks hard from the word go and goes not give up.
Wonderful stuff, highly recommended.

Trombao (Cofrisi) is a solo album from Ray Viera,
a very busy sonero working with a wide range of top
NY bands. For his solo effort he pulls out all the
stops and pulls in all the usual suspects from Salsa
Dura Street. It has some great songs that have shown
to be very dancer friendly. This release is strong, has
quality and does not deserve to slip under the radar.
So keep an eye out for Trombao‚ you will not regret it.

Bogotá’s Sensacion Orquesta have a really nice
release with El Profesor (Changui). It is hard and
funky with a very crisp groovy edge. Everything is
recorded live—no overdubbing. The songs are salsa
classics given new life by this swinging group; the
only minus point being four tracks remixed to in-
clude the dreaded reggaeton. But even these are well
done and the reggaeton elements are pretty minor.

On the big thump tip there are a couple of inter-
esting goodies, first up is Vieux Farka Toure’s UFOs
Over Bamako Remixed (Modiba). Various dj bods
do add some different textures to Vieux’s album.

But more interesting is Ska Cubano’s Ajaco!
The Remix Album (Casino Sounds). The nutty boys
let well-known and creative top-notch djs and
remixers loose with songs from their last album. It
is a total success; every track has something new to
offer. “Bobine” gets the Da Lata Brazilian wax that
sounds almost Afrobeatish. “Malanga Ska” and
“Chango” have Madrid’s DJ Floro unleashing a per-
cussion-led fury. “Yiri Yiri Bon” lets Barcelona resi-
dent DJ Panko funk it up. Amir Arab twists
“Tungarara” into a hippy trippy journey. “Cumbia
en Do Menor” gets Spiritual South—“a future mu-
sic innovator”—to give a it funky backbeat. “Ay
Caramba” allows someone called Milf to dub it up.
“Istanbul (Not Constantinople)” gives Max Pasham
the chance to bouzouki it down. “Cachita” is given
the treatment by Basque remixer Javi P3z. “No Me
Desesperes” is the Latin Sound System and Corin
Pennington doing a reggae rework—mad in extre-
mis. London’s‚ Russ Jones and Roc Hunter join to-
gether to create a multicultural shifting groove with
“Oye Compay Juan”

Venezuleans Senor Lobo and Pablo Sanchez un-
leash a spacy cumbia dub with “Coqueteando.” “Tabu”
has Stratman AKA Stratos Allmonos fuse a Greek/
Indian kind of thing which has what the sleeve notes
describe as “a troupe of tap-dancing gerbils—or their
electro sonic avatars.” The album is topped out by
Brazilian star DJ Dolores’ mash up of “Chango.” This
is the best release Ska Cubano never made. Quite
amazing stuff, a real contribution to music.

Talking of DJ Dolores his new cd 1 Real
(Crammed Discs) is yet another one of his thumping
masterpieces of pick’n’mix. There is never a dull
moment musically as he rampages through the mu-
sic of Northeast Brazil and further afield. He is one
of the more talented constructors of modern music
in today’s mixed-up world. Very impressive indeed.

An England Story (Soul Jazz) is the label’s latest
excursion into London’s mcs, this time from 1984
dancehall to current grime. The title track sums it all
up and this does link everything in with the urban
poets via Roots Manurva and Papa Levi and a whole
raft of classic tunes from the capital’s wordsmiths.

I have to quote Jakes and TC’s “Deep” not be-
cause of the violent nature of the onomatopoeic al-
literation of a London lingua that has almost disap-
peared, but the intro to this track shows a linguistic
dexterity which includes use of a Shakespearean term
for a pubic hair wig!

But the whole style of London language has moved
on, new influences from Africa to Central and East-
ern Europe mean talking in a totally different way.
You will not find the young grimesters talking like
their fathers and grandfathers; instead they shout
Jafaikan at each other. Before it hits a madcap jungle
groove “Deep” starts with a snare drum jazzily bang-
ing away. Quietly and menacing the vocals come in—

If you teef any of these teefin f*****g beatline/ We
will send round the most murkyous merkman from
merkdom.
On Monday which is merkin day.
And we will f****n murk you, all right.
We’re not talking any normal swayback passion
squeeze nice and easy ballet dancing lemon squeezy.
We’re talking murky.
We’re talking pea souper .
We’re talking fog dogless.

It has certain ring to it, almost Dickensian.
Poetry has been making a comeback among all

kinds of people, I was at Translations at the Africa
Center in London’s Covent Garden. This space had
been the “official” center of African culture since the
’50s with a restaurant and music. It is closing to be
redeveloped and I went to the closing night which
was a poetry event involving a whole raft of Nige-
rian poets and musicians. But what interested me was
the number of women of all ages, young and old who
were interested in this version of the word. It gave
me hope for the appreciation of language.

[Dave “El Manicero” Hucker plays the music of two
continents and assorted islands at several very hip
London dance clubs. Contact him at huckero
@ntlworld.com and visit his home pages at
www.technobeat.com .]

all over the map
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beauty and variety come out of the stew.

Gram Parsons/Flying Burrito Brothers, Live
at the Avalon Ballroom 1969 (Amoeba): The best
for last? Not really, but maybe the most rabid cult,
as Parsons died young and left not only a beautiful
corpse (burnt version) but much gorgeous country
rock. Here his group was opening for the Grateful
Dead in San Francisco, prior to Altamont, still sunny
and lysergic and harmonic and legendary and now
in a deluxe two-cd package of two complete shows,
with bonus cuts and pictures and if you are a fan
who is just coming out of hibernation, here’s your
notice. ★

brazil beat
Continued from page 27
ping wet. With one foot in California and another in
the cultural traditions of Brazil, SambaDá delivers
what in Brazil they call a musical salad: a fun toss of
samba, funk, capoeira music, reggae, hip-hop, jazz,
you name it! Their second indie album Salve A Bahia
(self-released) is available on the Internet, just a
couple clicks away at www.myspace.com/sambada.

[Contact brazilbeat@brazilbeat.com ; www.myspace
.com/brazilbeat ]

moroccan roll
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on their MySpace page or watch them perform some
older songs on YouTube. On July 18, Darga is also
performing live at the Festival of Popular Arts in
Marrakech, Morocco’s original and biggest folk
festival.

Also worth picking up is Al Gouddam by veteran
fusion rockers Hoba Hoba Spirit. You can download
all four of Hoba Hoba Spirit’s albums free of charge
from the band’s Web site www.hobahobaspirit.com.
You can also find the lyrics to all their songs there.
Hoba Hoba Spirit started out playing at the Seaman’s
club down by the docks in Casablanca in the ’90s.
They then moved to a basement club in Casa’s red-
light district, kept their day jobs and developed their
mix of reggae, rock cha’abi, rai and gnawa. Their
catchy tunes and humorous, topical lyrics have made
them one of the best-known and most popular fusion
bands. They are big on the festival circuit in Mo-
rocco and Europe and have a pretty big presence on
YouTube. On June 14-15, Hoba Hoba Spirit will be
performing live in Fes at Esprit de Fes, the alterna-
tive Festival in the Medina component of the Fes
Festival of World Sacred Music.

[Prof. Jeffrey Callen writes and teaches about mu-
sic in San Francisco. He is currently writing a his-
tory of the shifting aesthetics of Moroccan popular
music. jc6@mindspring.com ]

african beat
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iar with her album, Balance (TSQCD9054), rest
assured her voice is even better, bigger and stronger
than on record. Her barefoot band, intimate and
accomplished, included N’du Fernando Carlos on
drums, Gogui Embalo on bass, and the accom-
plished Senegalese/Cape Verdean performer Boy Ge
Mendes on electric guitar. Tavares played acoustic
guitar, and the whole band sang chorus to her
thrilling leads.

In an era when young talent seems so packaged,
Tavares is the real thing. Without pretense or fan-
fare, at such a young age she is not only a singer of
great range and glorious vocal tone, but a songwriter
whose repertoire touches on everything from Afri-
can rumba to Portuguese fado; you can hear Brazil,
Jamaica, West Africa and, among other things,
American jazz. The show was wonderful and she
had her way with us. When she had us sing and join
in, she got us to do it for her, to make her happy; no
one wanted her songs to end. Sara Tavares is like

Continued on page 64
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